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Xcerra Test Cell Solutions Expand to the Japan Market 
Xcerra to deliver a complete and fully integrated test cell for barometric pressure sensors 
 
 
Norwood, February 2018: Xcerra, with its recognized industry-leading suite of flexible 

and cost-effective MEMS test cell offerings, announced today that a leading global 

manufacturer of high-quality electronic components located in Japan, has placed an 

order for a complete test cell for barometric pressure sensors. The business 

represents the first test cell solution sold into Japan and further validates the value 

customers see in the test cell solution approach for this high volume market. The 

Xcerra test cell solution includes an LTX-Credence Diamondx tester, a Multitest 

InStrip handler based on InCarriers and a Multitest InBaro test module.  

 

The customer chose the Xcerra TCI solution, because it offers faster time to volume, cost-

efficiency and high throughput, all of which are mandatory for being successful in the high 

volume consumer market. Combining its expertise in ATE, test handling and interface 

solutions, Xcerra is able to provide a fully integrated and prevalidated test cell for highly 

accurate test of barometric pressure sensor devices. The test cell solution includes the 

InBaro module,a proven solution for accurate barometric sensor test with high throughput 

and stability, the Diamondx test platform,  a flexible SOC tester which provides for cost-

effective and high efficiency multisite test and the InCarrier which offers high parallelism 

and reliable handling for sensitive and challenging packages.  

 

In addition to this new business in Japan Xcerra has already delivered complete test cell 

solutions to IDMs and OSATs in Asia, Europe and North America. 

 

To learn more about the Xcerra Test Cell Innovation, please visit www.Xcerra.com/TCI    
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About Xcerra 

Xcerra Corporation is comprised of four powerful brands in the semiconductor and electronics 

manufacturing test markets: atg-Luther & Maelzer, Everett Charles Technologies, LTX-Credence 

and Multitest. The combination of these businesses creates a Company with a broad spectrum of 

semiconductor and PCB test expertise that drive innovative new products and services, and the 

ability to deliver to customers fully integrated semiconductor test cell solutions.  The Company 

addresses the broad, divergent requirements of the mobility, industrial, automotive and consumer 

end markets, offering a comprehensive portfolio of solutions and technologies, and a global 

network of strategically deployed applications and support resources.  Additional information can 

be found at www.xcerra.com or at each product group’s website; www.atg-lm.com, 

www.ectinfo.com, www.ltxc.com and www.multitest.com. 
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